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Abstract
Map-matching GPS traces on a reference road network often increases point positional accuracy, especially in urban environment where satellite signal is frequently obstructed by buildings.
However, with receivers improvement, road data errors may no longer be ipso facto considered
as negligible in front of GPS trace errors. This raises the question of sensitivity of map-matching
output precision to input network geometric quality. We address the problem by attempting to
relate gain in precision with a network quality index, based on two commonly used measures :
averaged Hausdorff distance and areal difference. Analysis has been conducted by performing
both GPS traces simulation and network perturbation. Results highlighted that the areal difference (for which we demonstrate that it can be considered as a distance) seems to be better
related to map-matching output errors. We also provide an upper bound on the impact of using
a surrogate reference network and we apply it to a practical case study.
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Introduction

With the spread of terminal devices and applications relying on accurate location, Global Positioning System (GPS) traces are being increasingly used by studies focusing on individual mobilities,
especially when massive, volunteered and inexpensive data are required. However, most of the time,
an important assumption is that receivers are moving in a constrained space (e.g. road network)
and map-matching becomes a prerequisite operation. More formally, given a sequence of points
corresponding to noisy observations of a vehicle trajectory, map-matching consists in finding a trajectory that both explains the observations and is a realistic displacement on the network. This
pre-processing step is particularly important in map inference, where one of the objectives is to provide attributes (e.g. road width, number of lanes...) to a given road network, based on the analysis
of traces stemming from in-vehicle embedded GPS devices (van Winden et al. (2016)).
Operating map-matching before analyzing traces has two, possibly combined, main advantages:
∗
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providing a mapping function between GPS positions and network edges (which is necessary for updating the network with traces-based inference) and enhancing position accuracy (since the location
uncertainty is completely reduced along at least one direction). The latter is particularly important
in urban environment, where GPS satellite signal is likely to be partially covered by buildings. Of
course, all this holds provided that the reference network has absolute precision. This is obviously
unrealistic in practice, but it is usually enough to assume that its errors are one order of magnitude
lower than GPS error to be confident in the benefits of map-matching. However, what happens
when it is not the case ?
In this paper we investigate the impact of using a low-quality reference network for map-matching
an in-vehicle embedded GPS trace. This is particularly important for example, if two networks
of different accuracy levels are available, but the less accurate of them is also the most complete
regarding attributes. It may also be the case, that getting a more accurate reference network is
costly (in terms of money or computing time). Hence we need some criteria to decide whether the
loss in positional accuracy is acceptable. We shall note that some algorithms have been specifically
designed to merge two networks, when one of them has better geometric quality, while the other one
is more complete (Mustière and Devogele (2008)). Yet, these algorithms are seldom straightforward
to implement, while a simple decision criteria may sometimes be enough to save a lot of development
time.
We shall notice that many different map-matching approaches have been proposed so far (Quddus
et al. (2007)). In most algorithms, the final stage consists in orthogonal projections of GPS points
onto road segments. As in our study, we are dealing with network geometric imprecision, we will
restrain to investigate the impact of positional quality on this common processing step.
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Methodology

Map-matching operation can be thought of as a mathematical function f , whose inputs are GPS
sequence of points X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn , xi ∈ R2 } along with a reference network R (i.e. a topological
graph, where each edge is associated with a polyline describing the geometric modeling of a road
portion) and output is the projection of X on R. It is then possible to formulate our problem as
a sensitivity analysis of function f , i.e. how the variation in the output of a numerical model is
dependent on the input uncertainties. Our methodology is described hereafter, according to figure
1 (inspired from Saltelli et al. (2000)).

BDTOPO c 1 road network of Paris has been used for the experiment and is arbitrarily considered
as a ground truth ideal network I. Let us denote E the space of all representations of I. We
only focus on sensitivity due to the network geometric accuracy, then a collection of perturbated
networks R1 , R2 , ...Rk is generated with a method inspired by Vauglin (1997), i.e. by simulating
two stochastic processes εx and εy along each direction, with LU-factorization of covariance matrix.
We used an exponential model of variogram, with random sill and range, and a 2% nugget effect.
1
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Figure 1: Experimentation framework
This step enabled to introduce realistic noise in the ground truth network, while avoiding most of
topological inconsistencies (Bonin (2002)).
It is then required to define a measure of geometric quality for each representation. For some
reasons that will be detailed further, we want this measure to behave as a distance on space E.
As a direct implication ||R|| = d(R, I) may be considered as a quality index of network R. It is
also required that this measure is often used in the geospatial sciences, to provide our results with
potential for application in practical situations. Accordingly, we used averaged Hausdorff distance,
which is classically used to measure the difference between networks (Girres and Touya (2010)) and
which is computed as a mean of all Hausdorff distances between couples of corresponding polylines.
We also considered areal difference (McMaster (1986)):

d(R1 , R2 ) =

N
1 X A(l1i , l2i )
N
min(|l1i |, |l2i |)
i=1

(1)

where l1i denotes de ith polyline of network j, |.| is its length and A is the area of the polygone
defined by the closed linestring l1 l2 .

Note that this is a modified version of the classical definition, which is normalized by the maximal
or the average length of polylines. Here we propose an alternative definition which, in turn, enables
to demonstrate under some hypotheses that d(., .) is a distance. In particular, triangular inequality
guarantees that for any three networks x, y, z ∈ E : d(x, z) 6 d(x, y) + d(y, z).
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1.4

Eventually, for each generated instance of network representation, we simulated a vehicle path along
with its GPS observation trace, and performed map-matching on both the ideal ground truth I
and its perturbated version R. Root mean square of errors (rmse) in positions is then computed
and we define the gain in precision as g : t → E σ/σ(R) | ||R|| = t where σ is the GPS rmse
and σ(R) is the rmse of GPS points map-matched on network R. Simply put, g quantifies the
conditional expectation of gain in accuracy (compared to GPS accuracy) after map-matching points
on a network whose quality is known.
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Figure 2: Gain in accuracy for different levels of quality (measured as areal distance to ideal
network), loess regression and 95% fluctuation interval. Horizontal unit normalized by gps rmse.

Each random realization is a point in the space [gain × network quality] and we used local least
squares regression to get a nonparametric estimate of g (figure 2). Then results (for each distance
definition) are compared.
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Results and Discussion

We conducted two experiments: in the first one both the path in the network (hence its associated
GPS simulation) as well as the network representation have been generated at the same time for
each simulation. In the second experiment, we assessed the impact of the network quality ceteris
paribus, and all points are simulated from the same network realization. As a consequence, graphics
depicted on figure 3 illustrate two different phenomena. The left one (first experimentation) depicts
the regressions of g for each distance definition, with variable path. The right graphics depicts the
4

evolution of an approximation of g, for a single path, and then reflects how smooth g is likely to
be.
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Figure 3: Gain in accuracy for different levels of quality (measured as averaged Hausdorff and areal
distances to ideal network). Left graphics depicts experimentation results on 1000 different paths.
Right side is average result on a single path. Horizontal unit normalized by gps rmse.
From these results, it seems that the areal distance based quality measure has some higher degree
of proficiency to capture the underlying phenomenon. Indeed, its fluctuation interval seems much
thinner than its averaged Hausdorff distance counterpart for the case of a single path, while both
measures seem to have same stability when no prior knowledge is available on the vehicle trajectory.
At this step, using the distance property of the quality index and mean value inequality, it is possible to get an upper bound for the impact on map-matching accuracy gain of using a network R1
instead of R2 , assuming we have a rough estimate of the distance between these two representations.

|∆σ|
g 0 (t)
6 max
× d(R1 , R2 )
σ
t∈R+ g(t)2

(2)

Using numerical derivation and assuming both networks are at least in the quality range [0-10] m,
an estimate of the factor is computed at 1.08 for areal distance and 0.81 for averaged Hausdorff
distance.
As an example of practical application, for a map inference research work, it has been decided to
map-match GPS traces (σ = 10 m) on Open Street Map road network, whose geometric quality
is believed to be lower than national cartographic reference. The motivation behind this choice, is
that OSM network contains additional information that may be of interest for the study. To confirm
that this choice would not have too much impact, we measured the areal distance between these
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two reference networks (d = 0.13 σ) and by applying equation (2) we found that the difference in
map-matched accuracy on each network is expected to be at most 1.08 × 0.13 σ = 1.40 m.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have conducted GPS points simulation and road network perturbation to assess
the impact of using a low-quality network as input in a map-matching algorithm. Network accuracy
has been quantified with averaged Hausdorff distance and we introduced a modified version of areal
displacement measure for which we demonstrate that it behaves as a mathematical distance. Results highlighted that this second measure seems to have better properties as far as map-matching
sensitivity analysis is concerned. Eventually, we derived an upper bound on the impact, which practitioners may utilize as a guideline to decide whether map-matching on a given surrogate network is
acceptable. In the near future we would like to confirm these preliminary results with a field experimentation, by map-matching actual GPS traces on low-quality networks. It would be interesting
as well to conduct similar analysis with different quality indexes such as polyline sinuosity, which
may provide a sharper bound on the impact upon map-matching accuracy enhancement.
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